By Andy Henry

This report is all about getting your website seen
by Google with common-sense and intelligent
decisions based on quick but solid research.

No secret loopholes, trickery or deception
required.

Answers to the questions you should be asking if
you want your website to be seen by the web
surfers you’re targeting.

Hi,
This report is designed to bring you up-to-date with how to get your
website seen by the web searchers you and your business want and
need.
Whether you’re completely new to marketing your website or a longstanding marketer you’re probably aware that Google is the 1000pound gorilla in the online search space. This means that if you want
to make full use of the internet for your business you need to show
up in Google.
We’re going to cover a new way to approach content decisions which
you may not have come across before. I’ve certainly never seen or
heard anyone talk about it like I’m going to with you, despite it being
a basically common-sense focused approach. I think that the
overwhelming flood of Google ‘tricks’ ‘loop-holes’, ‘backdoors’ and
general Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) advice about how to
please Google have meant that people are so busy trying to factor-in
all the complicated minor tweaks that they now completely miss the
obvious information which Google puts up right in front of their
faces.
I’m also going to show you around a new element of Google called
the Knowledge Graph and how you can use the work Google has put
in to help you be more effective in your own website content
creation.
You know what Google is and you probably use it on a regular basis
but you may not have noticed some of the subtlety that underpins
what at first glance is a very simple system.

If all you can do is type in some words and get shown a bunch of
(hopefully) relevant results – you could be forgiven for thinking it’s a
straight-forward system and getting involved with it should be fairly
trivial.
But when you realise just how much money is made from paid
advertising and the massive reliance Google has on its results being
useful and relevant you’ll probably understand why there’s a lot
more going on under the hood of Google’s search results.
Despite the way that technology has moved on in recent years and
the massive resources Google has at its disposal the situation is very
dynamic and Google makes hundreds of changes and tweaks to their
search algorithm every year, to the point where every day something
is changing.
This is where things start to get complicated to the point where all
the misinformation flooding the SEO industry comes from.
The constant guessing of what Google has changed is where many
people get wrapped around the axle and frustrated about how to
adapt.
For the most part, you can usually ignore the changes, but
occasionally Google makes an algorithm change which fundamentally
shifts the way that they return search results. This can cause
thousands of websites to suddenly change positions overnight and
has the forums flooded with speculation and outrage from confused
and angry webmasters whose websites have been negatively
impacted.

The reason for this is simple – while Google are busy trying to make
their results relevant there is an army of spammers looking to hijack
their searchers and redirect them to a specific web site/page which
will make them money.
This often means that if some small loophole or weak spot is found in
Google’s search results algorithm that it very quickly gets exploited
and abused. The spammers all share it and then Google’s results
quickly become flooded with websites and pages which are not
related to the search being done, or just a cover for a different site.
I’m sure you’ve seen this yourself when doing a search and finding
the first page of results are all nothing like what you were looking for
or expecting.
This is bad for Google and they work hard to deal with these
problems.
The upshot from all of this is that when people try to trick Google
into returning their website higher for a particular search term than
it really should be (based on its content and relevance) then the
quality of Google’s value as a search engine goes down. This causes
the response from Google of changing their algorithm to put things
right.
In the case where something is having an obviously adverse effect on
the order of the returned results Google may even wipe out the
focus of an entire part of their algorithm.
When this happens it’s usually spotted in the SEO industry and
Google even give names to major algorithm updates like this.

In 2012 there were 2 such algorithm changes which massively
impacted results, named Panda and Penguin.
I don’t want to bore you with the details of these updates because
while you may find it interesting it’s not going to be that important
to what I’m about to tell you. These updates happen and even
Google doesn’t always know the impact they will have until they
unleash them on the live search results. Sometimes they’ll roll back
an update because it had a more dramatic impact than they planned,
but generally they know what to expect and once an update is out
you just need to move forward and not worry about it.
The caveat to that is of course that you learn what they don’t like
and make sure you avoid it, while also thinking ahead about what
may get changed in the future.
There are several common SEO perspectives including:
1) Those who don’t care what Google like/don’t like and just care
about what works ‘now’.
These are the people that will happily jump onto any new tool or
technique which may “expose a loophole” in Google’s current
ranking system.
They understand it will get dealt with soon (usually by penalising
sites that use it, or to nullify any benefit) but want to take
advantage of it while they can.
Unfortunately sometimes these people sell SEO services and will
use the same tactics for their client - which often ends up with

the client’s site getting penalised by Google when the algorithm
update comes to close the door on that loophole.
I know this from personal experience and previous testing of
outsourcing to many SEO companies and having some poor
methods used by others which only became apparent when
Google made an algorithm change.
2) Those who think that because something used to work that you
should do it.
These are the people who will tell you that things which used to
work are what you should do because “I’ve done this before and
it worked”, when in reality they were using a strategy which no
longer works but they don’t test and track their activities so they
don’t even know it no longer works. They just keep doing what
they’ve always done.
These are the people that get a message from Google in their
webmaster account saying that Google has penalised their site(s)
because they were operating outside of Google’s webmaster
guidelines. Sometimes Google will go further and say which
parts of the guidelines were infringed. The most common being
“building incoming links in a way designed to manipulate Page
Rank”. (Page Rank is the name for part of Google’s algorithm and
is focused on weighing-up the value of a link to one of your web
pages)
This is where it gets interesting. Any link you get to your site has
the potential to affect your Page Rank because it acts as a vote
for that page. So while Google can’t help but think that people

linking to you is a vote of confidence, they also don’t want you
creating, renting or buying links from other sites in order to give
them a false sense of value.
So, here we have a very grey line in the sand. You want links
because they help, but if you cross the line (which is not a clear
line) in getting them Google will penalise your site.
There’s a LOT of misinformation around this particular area
because people make false assumptions and make incorrect
generalisations about what happened when they see their
rankings change.
So, while “manipulating Page Rank” is bad – almost anything you
do to promote your site and get links to it will technically fall
under that description.
There is no precise definition of what you should do. So that’s
where perspective 3 comes in.
3) Those who know what used to work, know what works now, and
think ahead to what may and may not work moving forward.
This is where you want to be, or at least where the people you
get to do your SEO should be.
I’ve been doing this pretty much since SEO started so I’ve seen
everything that’s come along and disappeared over the years
and learned a few basic principles about how to move forward.
Now, let me say up front – I’ve tried a lot of tools, systems and

strategies over the years, almost everything that’s come out
over the last 15 years in this area that has claimed to be a gamechanger.
When I say a lot, I mean I’ve built thousands of websites,
millions of pages, got millions of links and created or promoted
websites in hundreds of niches.
I’ve tested many things including:
Exact match domain vs branded
Age of the domain
Domain extension
Hosting location
Hosting type
Different content management systems
Different website structures
Different linking structures
Different linking types
Impact of rss
Impact of different social links
Impact of videos/audio/file and document sharing etc.
Using flash vs non-flash
Dynamic urls vs static
Different link indexing strategies
Link boosting techniques
All on-page elements
Link naming conventions
Using breadcrumbs vs not
Impact of Google authorship on content rankings
Web 2.0 properties vs main website and as supporting sites

Hosting video on your site vs off-site (youtube, vimeo etc.)
Pay per click vs seo
Scraped content vs unique
Automated blog/site building vs manual
Static content vs randomly changing content
Different bot html settings
Impact on SEO of visitor numbers, searches, concurrent ppc
Impact of offline traffic generation strategies compared to
online
and much more………
So when I tell you that things are actually simple I’m saying this
from a perspective of having done a lot of complicated testing in
order to be able to break down this complicated problem into
very simple actions and strategies.
I believe that if you cannot break down your marketing plan into
some simple strategies then you haven’t fully understood the
problem you’re trying to solve.
Don’t worry – I’m not going to go into all of that testing here
with you. My aim for this report is to save you having to do all
that and get you thinking in a way that means you can create a
simple but effective plan for your site.
So, back to point number 3 – understanding the SEO lessons of
the past but thinking ahead.
Google is always moving forward, so if you’re not creating your
marketing plan with a mind to the future then you’re asking for

trouble.
If you ever need to sanity check your ideas then just ask yourself
“if I was Google – would I think that showing my website in the
top results is helping my searchers or diluting the quality of the
results?”
If you think Google would ultimately think that your marketing
activity is giving false indications about the relevance of value of
your site – they will probably come to the same conclusion. So
don’t bother trying to be clever and trick them now just because
someone says “but it still works”.
So – think about what Google have already penalised, appreciate
what is working now – and plan for the future.
This report is about getting seen by Google and you may think
that this only applies after you’ve got your website online, but
the reality of it is – you should be thinking about this before
you’ve even started building your website because there’s a lot
more to creating an effective online presence than just what you
can do to promote a website it once it’s built. In fact, I’d go so
far as to say that the time you spend before you create your site
is at least as important as how you promote it once it’s online.
Next we’ll look at:
- Who is your site for?
- What content should you be creating?

- How to make sure your content gets seen by Google

If you’ve learned about search engine optimisation before, you
may have been shown techniques that focus almost entirely on
researching how many people are searching for various
keywords / phrases and select terms to target based on the
search volume for those terms. Google will tell you this stuff for
free so many people use that information as the foundation for
making their decisions about what keywords to focus their
efforts on.
That might sound like a great idea and the basic principle is not
bad, however there are 2 big elements which often get missed
when people do their keyword research and those are – 1) what
type of results show up when you search using the selected
search phrase 2) which of the terms people are searching that
can actually translate into a customer when they get to your
website.
Getting your website to stick to the top of Google’s organic
search results can take a lot of consistent effort so you don’t
want to make that investment without a good idea that it’s
going to be worthwhile.
Not all search terms are created equal and just because
something gets a lot of searches that doesn’t mean the people
searching are looking to spend money and whether they’ll spend
money with you can depend on many factors. As an example, if
you consider a search term like “free music download” it may
get a lot of searches, but if you’re selling music and don’t have

anything for free it would probably be wise not to waste your
time and resources trying to show up for that phrase.
Alternatively if the search phrase is “dog training video” and
you’re selling dog training material – but you don’t actually have
any video, you would either not waste time trying to rank for
that phrase, or you would create some video before spending
time marketing for that phrase.

So let’s take a look at the fundamentally most important
information you need to consider before spending time creating
your website.

1 – What are your target audience searching for?
2 – What alternative phrases should you consider?
3 – What does Google currently show them when they do their
searching? (this is where the gold is)
4 – Which search terms are worth showing up for?
5 – How competitive are those search terms?
6 – What type of content you need to create to show up for
those terms?

Now, let’s take each of those 6 elements in turn and talk about
what you should do about them based on what you find for your
chosen niche.

1 – What search terms your target audience are using.
This is a pretty well established area so I won’t spend too much
time talking about it and just show you how to quickly check for
yourself.
If we take a look at what Google says people are searching for
you’ll see just what you need to know.
Here I’ll use the term “cheap ipad” using Google’s own Adwords
keyword tool - https://adwords.google.com/o/KeywordTool

So – finding out what people are searching for related to your
niche is as simple as that.
You now need to find out which ones are worth going for. For
that I recommend the very simple step of simply paying Google
for that traffic to see if you can convert that traffic into
customers/revenue.

2 – What other phrases should you consider?
So you’ve chosen a few keywords/phrases that you think people
might use to search for your business, and you know how to
check if your ideas are correct – but what about the phrases you
may not have thought of.
If you want to find out what alternative keyword phrases might
be considered there are tools around that will help you with this.
I use one called KeywordMapPro that lets you put in your main
phrase and then digs around into its data and then tells you
what other phrases would be considered related to your chosen
one.

You can see from the example above that the obvious take-away
from that search was that where I used the word “cheap”, people are
also searching for this product using words like “bargain”, “lowest”,
“best”, “deal” etc.

So if I was considering building a website promoting this type of
product I’d definitely be looking to make sure I had these terms
covered in my content and marketing efforts.

You may be surprised what you find when you do this type of
research and it’s a great way to uncover hidden gems in most
markets rather than just trying to guess and hoping you’ve covered
the right words.
Next we’re going to look at what may well be the most important
step that most people never do when they’re researching their niche
and deciding what content to create.

3 – What does Google show when you search?
If like me you’re really into SEO you may follow Matt Cutts’s blog.
He’s just about the most influential SEO person online as he works
for Google in their search spam department.
At 9pm on 4th October Matt made the following Tweet.

That link went to a Google announcement of 65 new search quality
metrics that they would factor in to their search listings.
The one I’m going to talk about here is #83406.

[project “Query Understanding”]
“We improved our ability to show relevant Universal Search results
by better understanding when a search has strong image intent, local
intent, video intent, etc.”
This is HUGE!!!
This is a major change and means that they’re not only looking at
what websites to show, but have made a leap forward in including
images, video, local results and much more.
Now, this might seem like the obvious part but with a little creative
thinking you can turn your normal results on their head and make a
massive difference to your website traffic levels.
Let’s take a look at the results for the search term we just before:

You can see that the first page of results is practically all paid
adverts. Google understands that when you use the word “cheap”
that you’re probably looking to buy something so they return results
based on that premise.
Let’s take a look a little further down the page when we scroll down
for that same search.

You can see again that these results are also adverts, but apart from
the paid ads on the right side, the next results from the top are the
“google shopping” results.
If Google thinks you want to buy something they go and grab what
they consider to be product offers for you. They even list the number
of reviews and the number of websites they found them on.
The rise in comparison type websites and the reliance people put on
finding the best deal for items has had a direct impact on the way
Google displays its results.

Google is compensated by some of these merchants. Tax and
shipping costs are estimates.

What are Product Listing Ads?
Product Listing Ads are AdWords ads that include rich product
information, such as product image, price, and merchant name.
Whenever a user enters a search query relevant to an item in your
Merchant Center account, Google will automatically show the most
relevant products along with the associated image, price and product
name.
To create Product Listing Ads, you’ll need to have an AdWords
account and a Merchant Center account.
You may have noticed plenty of images in those results and one
image of a person which may have caught your eye.

You can see that Google has realised that a popular tech website has
an article which talks specifically about buying ipads and it was found
in 122 Google+ circles.
Not only does having that authors picture there draw your attention
to the result but it also acts as social proof that the content is from a
person writing about the subject and not just some product image or
technical specifications.

I can tell you about how to get your picture to show up there but for
now just notice the type of results Google was showing.
We saw mostly advertising, some images and shopping results plus a
Google author profile.

Now let’s try the search with one slight amendment to our phrase
and instead of searching using “cheap ipad” let’s type “ipad review”.
Despite Google already showing us some reviews for our previous
search, using the word review in our search will tell Google that
we’re probably more focused on finding information about
purchasing than just trying to find a place to buy.

This time things are a little different and we can see the normal paid
advertising but nowhere near as many, no Google shopping results
and as with the previous search we have at the top a Google author
review article on a popular tech website. This is a recent review
article which was found on 185 Google+ circles.
Google knows it’s a popular article and is specifically reviewing the
type of product you were looking for reviews of so they’ve give
different weight to the reviews and dropped a bunch of the shopping
sites.
You’ll also notice that this time the top of the page also includes
some “news” results.

So – we’ve now also been present with a type of content that was
not in the results for the previous search.
There’s also a video review. Note that this is not a Youtube video, it’s
a video from the website that wrote the article and also includes the
authors Google author picture.
So that one small change made quite a bit of difference to what we
get displayed.

Let’s try another little variation – “ipad hacks”

These time completely different results and no shopping, no images,
no paid advertising – just information, forums, article (with Google
author info), a video (this time on Youtube).
Only a 2 word search phrase for the same product but hugely
different results.

Let’s try one last time just to see this in action again.

Searching for ipad batteries gives us some Ebay image ads, shopping
results, news and information sites.

Now – we’ll do the same thing for a completely different type of
niche.

Searching for “golf” shows up some paid results, a Google map TV
coverage website and Wikipedia.
Scrolling down shows us:

The listings for all the golf businesses which are showing up on the
map. Hovering over these shows some of the information and
images from their Google business listing.

Scrolling down some more gives us a few other types of content.

Including news, videos, ads and related searches.

Using variations on this term such as “golf equipment”, “golf swing”
and “golf tips” all return slightly modified sets of results.
You can try some of these for yourself and notice what you see.

Now let’s take a look at a search a bit more generic to see the new
Google “knowledge graph” in action.

This time you can see that where the usual paid adverts would show
up on the right hand side, this time Google has shown one of it’s
knowledge graph results which mean that for the search term I used
it has deciding that I probably need to narrow down the search some
more and has offered what it considers as useful range of methods
for me – some images, common dog breeds etc. along with some
generic dog information.

The knowledge graph will show up for many subjects and differs
hugely in subject matter and you’ll see for anything from the generic
word dog to a specific film or book like for example Tim Burton’s film
Frankenweenie.

As you see you’ll get some pictures of the actors and general film
information and if you hover over one of the organic search results
it’ll show you more information about the site that is listed.

Even searching for US president Barak Obama will get you a
knowledge graph result.

If you want to see something a little more obscure you can try
finding out the “Bacon number” of your favourite celebrities.
The Bacon number is related to the actor Kevin Bacon. There was the
well-know 6 degrees of Kevin Bacon where most famous Hollywood
actors and actresses could be linked with actor Kevin Bacon in less
than 6 steps.
This is all related to the Six degrees of separation which is the idea
that everyone is six or fewer steps away, by way of introduction,
from any other person in the world.

So as you can see – Google is getting much more intelligent about
what it returns when you search for things and the important change
of focus to working out searcher intent is huge for the search
marketing industry.
There are also innovations in search interfaces and Google have also
introduced a voice-activated search ability.
http://news.cnet.com/8301-1023_3-57543418-93/google-offers-upsecret-sauce-on-new-voice-search/

So, with all this in mind – ask yourself what should you be doing
differently in future to show up in Google?
4 – Which search terms are worth showing up for?
As I said earlier this should be kept simple, so the easiest way to
answer this question is to use pay per click advertising to drive all the
traffic you think is relevant and then see which ones you can convert
into buyers.
If you can’t convert the traffic that you get then you might as well
not bother ranking for it, so before you spend too much time and
effort marketing your website for search terms that look good,
please be sure to do some level of testing and make sure that if you
get that traffic you can do something useful with it.
People searching using the term “free” might be doing a lot of
searches but they’re clearly not looking to buy whatever it is they’re
searching for, so while you might be able to rank for the term, it will
usually be a waste of time (unless you’re not selling anything but
making money from advertising banners etc.).
This mind-set is all you need in order to make sure you only spend
time on keywords which will make you money. Most people don’t do
this step and then complain that they show up at the top of Google
but don’t make any money.

5 – How competitive are the search terms you want to target?
This is an important factor and something that requires you to also
have some level of understanding of your own marketing abilities.
It’s easy to get an idea of how much competition there is for a
certain keyword search, but how effective your marketing methods
and resources are is what will really make all the difference.
If you have no money to spend then you’ll struggle in any
competitive niche where your competitors have online marketing
budgets and staff who constantly create content and promote it.
So, while this is an important element and there are many ways to
tell the levels of competition, I’m not going to really go into it here.

6 – What content you should be creating.
As you have now seen, the exact words you use when searching will
completely determine what type of results show up.
We’ve only just scratched the surface here and there are even more
things that affect what gets shown. Sites which you visit regularly
may get cached in your web browser and shown with higher
prominence for you than they do for other searchers. Your
geographic location will directly impact what results show up – so if
you are targeting people in a different location to you, you need to
do your research using tools which simulate putting you in that
location, or at the very least will mask your own location so that you
get global results and not results filtered for your location.
So – the answer to what content you need to create will depend on
many things.
As I hope I have now demonstrated, the search terms your target
audience are using will determine what content Google thinks is
relevant, and you should take their lead and use your new
knowledge of what Google thinks is relevant to base your own
content creation decisions on.
So, for example if you are selling shoes then you know a search using
buying keywords will be shown images and shopping results. So you
should make sure you have your words and images created to suit
that.
If Google is showing videos then you know you need videos.
The same applies for articles, Google author info, news and anything
else that gets prominence in Google’s results for the search phrases
you are targeting.

Like I said in the start of this report – this should be common-sense,
but you’ll be surprised how many people just forget to think about
this.
Google shows you in the results it returns exactly what it wants to
give people searching, so be aware of the searches being made by
your target audience, make sure that you can turn those searchers
into revenue and then create all of the right types of content for the
results Google wants to show when people make those searches.
If you want to get the front page of the search results covered then
you need to make sure you give Google as many chances to show
your content as possible. If you find that doing a search shows paid
listings, videos, news, images and articles then obviously that’s what
you want to make sure you have so that even if your main website is
only showing up on page 20 of the results, your content may show
up on the first page, or your articles, press releases and videos.
If you combine that with the fact that you can create multiple
websites and as many different web 2.0 properties as you like then
you’ll see that you can quite easily make sure that something of
yours is showing up in the top results, no matter what your main site
is doing in the search positions. The more you focus on diversity and
giving Google what it wants than trying to trick Google the better
your results will be and the longer they will last.
If your niche is particularly competitive then you may even want to
get creative and include getting your site/products listed on the
websites and directories which Google is already giving prominence
to while you build your own content up to get there. You can do
things like included reviews on the sites which do show up and give a
link back to your own site or product, so that you’re always focused
on getting your message in the places where people are already

going while simultaneously marketing your own web properties to
get them to the top.
There’s really no reason why anyone shouldn’t be able to quickly get
high levels of traffic while they’re building up the organic traffic from
search engines just with a little creative thinking and some solid
research into who is already getting the traffic they are after.
Looking to the future:
Looking to the future the way that Google consumes content and
serves it up to searchers is likely to change in many ways that we
can't even imagine right now, but there are things which will give us
some insight into what's to come.

One example of this is Google Glass. This is Google's first pass at an
augmented reality Head Mounted Display (HMD).

Basically a pair of glasses with a video camera built in which is hoped
to feed live video back to Google's servers to be analysed and
processed in order to be able to apply technologies like facial
recognition so that in theory you could video something and upload
it, the technology would apply all the tags it could associate with the
content of the video and then make it available when someone
searches, so you might do a search for your favourite celeb and
Google could return an obscure video clip where that celeb was in a
crowd on people in the background to the main characters.

Glass is being developed by Google X Lab, which has worked on other
futuristic technologies such as driverless cars

While there are excellent existing use-cases for such technology, like
for example a set of glasses for blind people which would let them
know what's around them, label their location and give them audio
feedback and voice-recognition abilities to help them change the
way they perceive the world around them, this technology is also
being closely watched and trialed by sporting groups such as skydivers and mountain bikers so as soon as a few really cool and viral
uses of this technology hit the streets you can bet that consumers
will start to see this technology on the high street and the more
people use it, the more likely Google are to put resources into the
analysis and tagging technologies and feed the new content into
search results.

An early adopter strategy called the Explorer program is available for
developers and consumers to test Google Glass, and it will also gauge
how people will want to use Glass. The Explorer edition receives data
through Wi-Fi, or it can tether via Bluetooth to an Android device or
iPhone and use its 3G or 4G data; the Glass also has a GPS chip. Glass
wearers can speak commands to the eyewear, and built-in camera
technology allows pictures or video to be captured from first-person
perspectives while people take part in what is happening and users
issue voice commands by first saying "ok glass", then the command,
or they can scroll through the options using a finger along the side of
the device. The Explorer edition has an interchangeable sunglasses
accessory which twists on or off easily

US adults interested in the program had to say what they would do if
they had Glass eyewear and then post the messages at Twitter or
Google+ social networks with hashtag #ifihadglass.

This technology is expected to be available later this year and is
already making some waves. One person already advertised a pair of
Google glasses on Ebay for $16000 and there are also a LOT of
sunglass vendors now "accidentally" spelling the word Goggles as
Google in order to get views from people searching to buy a pair of
these devices which are currently only available to the developers
and testers who have already been chosen.

There's also something called Google Goggles which is software, an
app that can search the web based on photos and scans. Google
Glass is hardware and a completely different thing.

When you look around and see this type of technology coming it
gives you a huge signal that video marketing and the importance of
video content, geo-location services and information, and usergenerated social content and feedback mechanisms will only get
more important as time goes on.

As the long tail of the curve of niche content gets stretched out, how
relevant the content you are creating is will depend largely on
whether you are making it in a form that Google can feed into their
systems and present to their searchers.

One way that you can help yourself in this respect is to get on top of
your content and own it in a way that Google can associate with you.
As we saw earlier, Google are actively trying to attribute content to
its rightful author and this means that even if you’ve spent years
creating great content and then sell the site to someone else, you
can still get acknowledgement for your content and establish
yourself as an authority in your niche as Google remembers the
credibility and authority you have built up as you create more and
more content.
The name for this is Google AuthorRank an in order for you to
accumulate your AuthorRank you need to make that association
between you (your Google + profile) and your content.
You can claim authorship by inserting the tag <rel=”author”
link=”yourgoogle+url” /> into your content.
If you use a content management system like wordpress then you
can easily do this by using a plugin designed to add this to each page
for you.
If you contribute to other people’s blogs as a guest poster, or if you
have people that contribute to your site then you can also ensure
correct attribution by tagging each author in their respective articles
and linking to the website from the “Contributes To” field in their
Google+ Profile.
Google just needs to find the tag somewhere in that particular piece
of content in order to give credit to the author.

One extra benefit of including your author tag in the bio of content
you create is that your Google+ profile picture and link to your

profile will be added to the snippet when the guest post shows up in
the SERPs.
Every extra +1 your content gets tells Google that your content is
good and helps support their decision about when to show your
content to searchers, so you may want to make a point of focusing
on getting +1’s for your content.
You’ll know if your content is good because as well as getting +1’s
people will also ‘share’ it, getting shares is also useful and I
personally believe people tend to share only the things they really
like, so getting shares is a more powerful sign that your content is
good, and I think we’ve established now that Google care about
these things and we want to give them what they like 
To make this aspect of your efforts as powerful as possible make
sure you interact with active people in your niche that can share your
content with their network of followers and leverage the power of
those relationships to get your content liked, shared and +1’d as
much as possible.
I want to keep this report fairly short so we’ll stop there but
hopefully you now have a good idea of how to look at Google in a
new way that will show you where to focus your efforts in order to
make best use of your time creating the right content.

To your success
Andy Henry
www.traffictipsclub.com

p.s look out for the video version of this report which I have created
for those people that prefer to sit back and watch a video than to
read a document.

